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These lacy snowflakes are perfect for beginners and offer an infinite variety of designs that are fun

to make.Tatting is a traditional technique similar to making lace. These 20 fresh designs have a

modern feel, withprojects in clean pastel colours. Each design has easy to follow instructions

accompanied by a diagram. Useyour tatted snowflakes as Christmas tree decorations, coasters, or

to embellish bigger projects such as walldecorations.
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Lots of simple yet lovely little snowflakes.... Just what I was looking for for my little mini Christmas

tree :)

Very nice book. I have already tatted some snowflakes from it. I believe this will be a good

purchase.

Unique variety of patterns for different skill levels.



i love the patterns in this book

Better buy paperback. The kindle version is almost impossible to read you can't turn the book up or

sideways. It flips when you try to read it. As expensive as this is for a kindle book I expected better

than that. If it had been a dollar or two I wouldn't have been pleased at all but I wouldn't have been

surprised. For this much money I really expected perfect formatting. The patterns look pretty and

complicated enough that trying to twist your head around to read them would give you a headache.

They ought to withdraw this until they can straighten out the formatting. I'd really love to have it. But

I'm going to have a really hard time if I try to read it. I was so excited to get it but I do not

recommend to anyone to buy the kindle format.

If you have never heard of tatting and you enjoy making thingsthat you would probably really enjoy

tatting.I have tatted for a couple of years but I haven't spentenough time using the skills.Tatted

Snowflakes has spurred me on to pick tatting up again.You would by amazed at the delicate and

intricate snowflakesyou can make with tatting.I was thoroughly surprised about the different

thingsyou can use to make that extra special design.Jennifer uses everything from beads to

buttonsto make each project unique.Within this small book you will find a multitude of projectsthat

create everything from decorations to jewelry.You might think snowflakes are just for Christmas

butJennifer uses the snowflake design to create beautifulprojects that you'll want to use all year

round.Each of the patterns are in written format but they alsohave a picture guide to help you

through.I would recommend this book for someone who already tatsbut once you started tatting you

will love the techniqueand love making the designs within this book.I received this book to

review.However all opinions expressed are my own.No monies were exchanged.

I am obsessed with snowflakes....I cut them from paper, crochet them from string, make snowflake

cookies, hang them all over my house. This book is a lovely collection. Tatting is such a relaxing

craft (macramÃƒÂ© in miniature) and the results are so beautiful. I've made two so far (with some

variation). I am not an expert tatter, but accomplished enough to be able to alter patterns as I

choose. I think with these basics, the possible designs are endless. .

Exactly what I was looking for, as I needed to refresh my memory on how to create some designs I

had made in the past on my own. I bought a few tatting books at the same time, so I am not



positive, but I think this is the one where I got a little lost on one pattern, but it was because I went

straight to a pattern towards the middle of the book; if I had started at the beginning, I would have

known that the answer to my '? moment' was in the previous pattern. This is just a tip for anyone

considering this book (about reading previous patterns for answers). I would certainly recommend

the book to anyone with some tatting experience.
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